Let X have a multivariate, p-dimensional normal distribution (p~2) with unknown mean p and known, nonsingular covariance };. Consider testing H 0: bip~0,
. . different than Berger's test, and, in some cases, appears to be more powerful.
Then, recognizing that for k > 2 HI can be written as the intersection of sets each defined by two inequalities, we use the intersection-union method to combine tests of the form <Po and <Po to obtain a test, <P g , that is uniformly more powerful for the general problem (1.1).
The initial work on testing problems where both null and alternative hypotheses are determined by k linear inequalities was by Sasabuchi (1980) . Sasabuchi (1980) treats the problem where the null hypothesis corresponds to the boundary of a convex polyhedral cone determined by linear inequalities and the alternative corresponds to its interior. His problem is to test Hos:bip~0 for all i = 1, ... ,k where equality holds for at least one value of i (1.2) versus H1S:bip > 0 for all i = 1, 2, ... ,k. Sasabuchi (1980) showed that the size-a likelihood ratio test (LRT) of problem (1.2) is the test that rejects H os if
where Za is the upper 100a percentile of the standard normal distribution. Berger (1989) shows that, although Hos C H o and H o is a much bigger set than
Hos, the size-a LRT in problem (1.1) is the same as Sasabuchi's (1980) . The LRT has some optimal properties. Lehmann (1952) , 'Cohen et al. (1983) and Sierra-Cavazos (1992) prove under various conditions that the LRT is uniformly most powerful among all monotone, size-a tests. Cohen et al. (1983) also show . .
that, in a bivariate problem, the LRT is admissible. But the LRT is a biased test. Berger (1989) points out that the power will be approximately a P when p.
is close to 0 in the sign testing problem. Lehmann (1952) showed that in some problems of this type, no unbiased, nonrandomized test exists. Iwasa (1991) also points out the LRT is d-admissible but not a-admissible in a bivariate problem.
The a-admissibility would guarantee the nonexistence of a uniformly more powerful test of size a, but the d-admissibility does not. So it is possible that we can find a nonmonotone test which is uniformly more powerful than the LRT, and several researchers have worked on finding such tests. Gutmann (1987) constructs two tests, when X1,,,,,X k are independent, that are uniformly more powerful than the uniformly most powerful monotone test in the sign testing problem. Nomakuchi and Sakata (1987) also give a uniformly more powerful test in the bivariate normal case, which is a special case of Sasabuchi's (1980) problem. Berger (1989) gives a class of tests which are more powerful than the LRT if biEb 2 $ O. H X is a normal random vector, then Gutmann's (1987) problem is a special case of Berger's (1989) , and Berger's test is more powerful than Gutmann's test. Iwasa (1991) generalized the Nomakuchi -Sakata test to an exponential family. In the same paper, he also generalized Berger's test to an exponential family in the sign testing problem when k =2. Shirley (1992) proposes a test that is more powerful than Gutmann's when k=3.
To simplify computation, we consider the transformed version of the original problem that is similar to the one used by Sasabuchi (1980) and Berger (1989) . Let r be a p x p nonsigular matrix such that rEI" =I p , the p x p identity matrix. So r-1 (r- We will use Y, hi and S through the rest of the paper. In terms of these variables, the size-a LRT of (1.1) or (1.3) is the test that rejects H o if hiY~Za,
In Section 2 we propose a new test, <Po, for the case k =2 and biEb 2~o .
To our knowledge, this is the first more powerful test described for these problems except that Berger considered the biEb 2 = 0 case. We compare the power of <Po and the LRT in an example. We also discuss a restriction on size-a tests that shows why some types of construction will not give uniformly more powerful, size-a tests in this case. In Section 3 we consider the k =2 and biEb 2 < 0 case, which was also considered by Berger (1989) . W~imitate the strategy used in Section 2 to propose another test, <Pa, which is more powerful than the LRT. We compare the power functions of <Pa, Berger's test and the LRT in an example. In Section 4, we construct a uniformly more powerful, intersection-union test based on <Po and <Pa, for the general, k~2, problem (1.1).
Section 5 contains some general comments on intersection-union tests. - Figure 2 and Figure 6 . The vertex of the cone is (c s ' zer). We will eventually express the LRT in terms of L s . Throughout the rest of the paper, cp(v) and~(v) denote the standard normal pdf and cdf, respectively. DEFINrrION 2.2. For any u, -00 < U < 00, define
where
The specific formulas for Ps(u), are easily verified by using the definition I of L s . 0~Ps(u)~a for all u. Po(u) is the limit of Ps(u) as s-+O. And, if (a-Ps(u)p(u-I") 
B a is a set that touches La at the vertex of La and extends down toward the origin. An example of B a is shown in Figure 2 . Ignoring the Max and Min, the constant d is the proportion of the probability Pa(u) that is placed above the 
where La(u) is defined in Definition 2.2 and 
The expression in parentheses in (2.1) is clearly bounded above by a if u < -C s or u > C s . For -C s 5 u 5 Cst Bs(u) = 0 and the integral over Bs(u) is zero, if
So agam the expreSSIOn in parentheses is bounded above by a, and, hence, 
The following lemma will show that the rejection region for the LRT is a subset of that for </>0. Figure 3a and 3b, the solid line above the line from (0,0) to the vertex of R L is lr (u l ) and that below the line is 12(ul) . The lower dotted line
is If(u 2 ) and the upper dotted line is 1~(u2). These are the same functions, If and l~, but these are graphed in the (U2' V2) axes. The intersection of the region between the solid lines and the region between the dotted lines is the additional set which is added to the rejection region of the LRT. Specifically, this is
When s increases as in Figure 3b , the added area decreases. The constant d that will produce the biggest intersection, and hence the highest power, depends on s. Figure 3b shows this fact. So we can not improve the power as much when s is large. 
Restriction on the construction of a size-a test.
The set that is added to the rejection region of the LRT to construct 4>0 touches the LRT rejection region, R L , at only a single point (see Figure 3) . One might ask, if we can add a set along the boundary of R L to obtain a more powerful test. Gutmann (1987) constructed such a set for a nonnormal problem. The following theory will show that a test with a rejection region like this will have size greater than a in a normal problem. It will also show that a construction like Berger (1989) 
, .
Then EJI ,p(Z) > a for all large values of p.
PROOF. Since
Ep,p(Z) =(a+f)P( c 5:
So d~EJI,p(Z) will be less than 0, if and only if 
E",t/J(Z)~(a+fo)P,..{C:S Z :S c+m(Bf~»+aP ",(Z > c+m(Bf~» = E",t/J· (Z).
From (2.6), E",t/J(Z) > a for all large value of p. 
a+ JQ(u( ep(v) 
<. 3. Uniformly more powerful test when the cone is acute. In this section, we describe a size-a test that is uniformly more powerful than the size-a LRT for problems in which hi"-2 < 0, that is, biEb2 < O. In these problems, the cone defined by the alternative hypothesis is acute. Berger (1989) described a size-a test, ¢>b' that is more powerful than the LRT for these problems. Here we describe a new test, ¢>a, that has smoother boundaries and sometimes appears more powerful than ¢>b' The method we use to construct </>a is very similar to the method we used to construct ¢>o' So we will omit the formal proofs that ¢>a has the described properties. One difference in this acute case is that, unlike in Section 2.2, the rejection region for ¢>a completely surrounds and enlarges upon the rejection region of the LRT.
Since 0< P, (U, V) E Q), m({u:u~c, JQ(u) ep(v)dv> a}) > 0. Thus t/J(u)
Our description of ¢>a will be similar to our description of ¢>o in Section where s = hi"-2(1-(hi"-2)2)-1/2. ¢>a is defined in terms of a set As that we now define.
DEFINITION 3.1. For s < 0 I and 0 < d < 1, let As be the set defined by As = { (U, v):u~0, 12(u) li(u) is below the lower boundary of L. because the lower boundary is
. Therefore, L. C A. and for i =lor 2, we have Because (3.1) and (3.2) are true, as in Theorem 2.1, we can show that ¢>a is a size-a test that is uniformly more powerful than size-a LRT.
Consider the testing problem with hi = (0,1) and h2 = (1/..;5,-2/../5), so
that ( is the rejection region for <Pb. Note that the rejection region for ¢>b is almost completely contained in the rejection region for <Pa. In fact, <Pa may be uniformly more powerful than <Pb. In general, as s decreases, the containment of ¢>b in <Pa comes closer and~loser to reality.
For this same problem, the power functions of the LRT, ¢>b and <Pa are compared in Table 2 . A more powerful test in the general problem. We will now describe a size-a test that is uniformly more powerful than the size-a LRT for the general problem (1.3) when k~2 and 0 < a < 1/2. We will denote this test by </>g. The intersection-union method will be used to construct </>g. A summary of this method may be found in Sections 8.2.4 and 8.3.5 of Casella and Berger (1990) or in Berger (1982) .
To use the intersection-union method, H0: hiD~0 for some i =1,. As mentioned~arlier, different choices of D will lead to different tests.
More work needs to 'be done to determine which Ds yield generally more powerful tests. But one principle seems reasonable. In Table 1 and Table 2 , we see that the improvement in power over the LRT is much greater for small s (acute cones) than for large s (obtuse cones). So it seems that we will get more (1982) shows that this test is level-a. A more specific analysis, such as in Berger (1989) , is required to show the test is size-a.
The tests </>0 and </>a are also constructed as IUTs for their k = 2 problems. The test <Pb could also be described as an JUT in terms of the variables (Ui, vi), i = 1, ...,k. But it was not described in this way in Berger (1989) . ,.
• fI Figure 7 : Rejection regions of t/>" and t/>bo c
